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Abstract: Electrocorticography (ECoG) is a minimally invasive neural recording method that has
been extensively used for neuroscience applications. It has proven to have the potential to ease the
establishment of proper links for neural interfaces that can offer disabled patients an alternative
solution for their lost sensory and motor functions through the use of brain-computer interface
(BCI) technology. Although many neural recording methods exist, ECoG provides a combination
of stability, high spatial and temporal resolution with chronic and mobile capabilities that could
make BCI systems accessible for daily applications. However, many ECoG electrodes require
MEMS fabricating techniques which are accompanied by various expenses that are obstacles for
research projects. For this reason, this paper presents an animal study using a low cost and
simple handcrafted ECoG electrode that is made of commercially accessible materials. The study is
performed on a Lewis rat implanted with a handcrafted 32-channel non-penetrative ECoG electrode
covering an area of 3 × 3 mm2 on the cortical surface. The ECoG electrodes were placed on the
motor and somatosensory cortex to record the signal patterns while the animal was active on
a treadmill. Using a Tucker-Davis Technologies acquisition system and the software Synapse to
monitor and analyze the electrophysiological signals, the electrodes obtained signals within the
amplitude range of 200 µV for local field potentials with reliable spatiotemporal profiles. It was also
confirmed that the handcrafted ECoG electrode has the stability and chronic features found in other
commercial electrodes.
Keywords: ECoG; PDMS; microwire; MEMS

1. Introduction
In the study of neuroscience, there is a significant amount of interest in determining the
mechanisms that explain the relationship between neural interactions in the brain and physical
movements, or behaviors. Being able to measure brain signals to understand these mechanisms will
allow to treat numerous diseases and substantially increase the quality of recovery for patients suffering
from nervous tissue damage [1–5]. Furthermore, identifying neural functions by means of cortical
maps can ease the establishment of proper links for neural interfaces that can offer disabled patients
an alternative solution for their lost sensory and motor functions through the use of brain-computer
interface (BCI) technology [6–9]. Several recording methods such as electroencephalography (EEG),
electrocorticography (ECoG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), positron emission tomography (PET),
and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have proven to be potentially useful in the
implementation of BCI [10–14]. However, due to not having considerable temporal resolution and
being large systems, MEG, fMRI, and PET are not practical for continuous recording of electrical
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signals from neurons. Alternatively, EEG and ECoG have the portability and are comparably less
expensive. These interfaces extract neural activity with the use of electrodes, which have advanced the
performance of BCI and neuroprosthetics.
EEG is a commonly known recording technique for BCI applications due to its low cost, portability,
and non-invasiveness. This method measures the activity from a large population of neurons by
attaching electrodes to the scalp of a subject. As a consequence, the impedance of the distance between
the cortical tissue and the electrodes force the EEG to have a low spatial resolution [10,15]. Another type
of recording technology is the Utah Intracortical Electrode Array (UIEA) which has allowed implanting
a large number of microelectrodes into a small area of the cortex due to its micromachined structure.
This technique has been implemented in BCI systems for its ability to provide high temporal and spatial
resolution and capture both action potentials and local field potentials by allowing microelectrodes to
be placed close to small groups of neurons. With this information, UIEA has enabled individuals with
illnesses, such as tetraplegia, to gain control over technologies, including neuroprosthetics [16–19].
However, this electrode array has also proven to be impractical due to its lack of reliability and invasive
procedure. Attention has converged to electrocorticography (ECoG), a minimally invasive method that
records over the cortical surface of the brain by surgically placing an array of electrodes underneath the
skull. By direct comparison with EEG electrodes which obtain signals in the 5–10 µV range from scalp
electrodes, ECoG electrodes detect signals from around 50 µV to over 100 µV. The bandwidth of EEG
is limited to about 50 Hz, since ECoG is placed on the surface of the cortex it has a higher frequency
bandwidth ranging between 40 to several hundred Hz. The ECoG allows the obtaining of accurate
signal source localization because it achieves a spatial resolution in the millimeter range compared
to the centimeter range with EEG neural activity. For these reasons, ECoG has become a preferable
alternative approach to recording brain activity for BCI applications in numerous occasions [20–22].
Advances in ECoG has allowed the electrode arrays to be placed closer to neurons for an improved
spatial and temporal resolution. With the use of micromachining, contemporary ECoG electrodes
are highly flexible with a higher electrode density and has the feasibility to surgically place the
electrodes onto the cortical surface. This technology has enabled advanced investigations in patients
with epilepsy and similar diseases, demonstrating a feasibility to facilitate interactions with external
devices, and allowance for obtaining larger local field potentials (LFP) maps [23–28]. Although these
valuable advances have improved many applications, ECoG, along with all other methods, comes
with its particular set of trade-offs. Even though the safety of ECoG has also been improved, there
remain concerns with invasive techniques in regards to their biocompatibility, the level of invasiveness,
and conformability with the architecture of the brain [5,29,30]. Furthermore, this technology requires
MEMS fabrication techniques which grant it similar difficulties and expenses found in fabricating
microdevices. Micromachining electrode arrays in the case by case basis to control the trade-off
characteristics and obtain certain capabilities for experiments having specific requirements makes the
technique delicate and expensive for various applications.
The standard ECoG technique has grown to be weakly invasive and vastly applicable to a majority
of BCI applications. For these reasons, the device presented in this paper will describe an easier and
faster fabrication process of obtaining an ECoG electrode array that will grant users the freedom to
design unique basic configurations of the electrode array with commercially available materials for
various research projects. The ECoG electrode developed with this process will be handcrafted, robust,
and have similar spatial and temporal resolution as other modern ECoG electrodes [31]. The quality of
the electrode will be presented through the results obtained from the neural activity of Lewis rats on
a treadmill to demonstrate that the handcrafted electrode does provide a reliable performance similarly
seen in other ECoG electrodes.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Fabrication of Handcrafted ECoG Electrode
To make the handcrafted ECoG electrode, commercially available microwires of 75 µm in diameter
(Stablohm 800A, California fine wire, Grover Beach, CA, USA) was used as the probes in our device.
The microwire was insulated by heavy poly-nylon, and other material specification can be found on
the company’s website [32]. The impedance of the developed ECoG electrodes was measured around
500 KΩ at 1 KHz. The stablohm wire was cut into 32 segments of 15 mm in length. With the use of
a ruler, 1 mm of insulation was peeled off at one end of each wire. A comparison of the stablohm
microwire with a human hair is presented in Figure 1a, in which the microwire is uninsulated 1 mm in
length. Then, the uninsulated part of each wire was bent at an angle 90◦ with the help of tweezers
under the microscope resulting in Figure 1b. After all 32 wire had been prepared, a paraffin wax film
(Parafilm M Laboratory Film, Bemis Corporate, Neenah, WI, USA) was folded to make six layers
with an area of 50 × 50 mm2 (Figure 1c). An area of 3 × 3 mm2 was marked on top of the wax film,
which was used to guide the placement of the wires into a square shape. The marked area was then
covered with a thin Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer within an area of 5 × 5 mm2 on the wax film
(Figure 1d). The wax film allowed to easily separate a fabricated ECoG at the final stage because it is
not adhesive to the PDMS layer. The wires were then placed row by row on the thin PDMS film by
inserting the curved sides of the wire within the marked area using tweezers, making them parallel and
kept apart at equal distances of 0.6 mm as demonstrated in Figure 1e,f. Once all 32 wires were inserted
into the wax film, the remaining parts of the wires were held in place using a tape. The tape was
placed on the wax film, as shown in Figure 1g. Then the 186 Sylgard base (Dow Corning Corporation,
Midland, MI, USA) and curing agent were mixed at a ratio of 10:1 and kept in a vacuum chamber for
30 min until all visible bubbles had disappeared. The PDMS was applied in small amounts over the
wires that were inserted into the wax film through the thin PDMS film. Then, the device was placed in
the oven for 20 min at 50 ◦ C, resulting in Figure 1h. This low temperature was required to keep the wax
film stable. The tape was then removed, and the wax film was separated from the device. Figure 1i
shows the bottom view of the device after removing the wax film. Then, the tip of the wires were
further bent with tweezers and laid along the PDMS film as shown in Figure 1j. This last step finalized
the electrode array to a thickness less than 1 mm. The next step was to solder the other ends of the
wires to the 32 pin Omnetics Connector (Nano Strip Connector, A79022-001, Omnetics, Minneapolis,
MN, USA). After soldering had been done, epoxy glue was applied on the pins and through the wires
that had been connected to the soldering pins. The glue was then applied in between the pin gaps and
filled up all the empty spaces. Figure 2a shows a schematic view of the stage of Figure 1j for better
understanding the structure and Figure 2b shows the final device which is ready for implantation.
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Figure 1. Fabrication process of the electrocorticography (ECoG) device. (a) Comparing the microwire
Figure 1. Fabrication process of the electrocorticography (ECoG) device. (a) Comparing the microwire
with human hair; (b) Single wire specification with 90 degree bent; (c) 6 layer parafilm with an area
with human hair;
(b) Single wire specification with 90 degree bent; (c) 6 layer parafilm with an area
of 50 × 50 mm2 ; (d) 5 × 5 mm2 area marked on the wax film and the thin PDMS film on the top;
of 50 × 50 mm2; (d) 5 × 5 mm2 area marked on the wax film and the thin PDMS film on the top;
(e) Placement of 12 wires at 0.6 mm intervals in two rows of six on the wax film through the PDMS film;
(e) Placement of 12 wires at 0.6 mm intervals in two rows of six on the wax film through the PDMS
(f) Placement of all the 32 wires into rows with approximately equal spacing on the wax film through
film; (f) Placement of all the 32 wires into rows with approximately equal spacing on the wax film
the PDMS film; (g) A tape covered the wire area to keep them down to the wax film; (h) Solidified
through the PDMS film; (g) A tape covered the wire area to keep them down to the wax film;
PDMS on top of the stablohm microwires after removing from the oven; (i) View of the device after the
(h) Solidified PDMS on top of the stablohm microwires after removing from the oven; (i) View of the
wax film is removed; (j) After the wires were cut and bent all the way down and not touching with
device after the wax film is removed; (j) After the wires were cut and bent all the way down and not
each other. All ruler intervals are 1 mm.
touching with each other. All ruler intervals are 1 mm.
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2.2. Implantation of Handcrafted ECoG Electrodes
2.2. Implantation of Handcrafted ECoG Electrodes
A Lewis rat underwent implantation surgery in aseptic conditions at the UTRGV Animal Facility.
A Lewis rat underwent implantation surgery in aseptic conditions at the UTRGV Animal Facility.
Prior to implantation, the rat was placed into an induction chamber, and Isoflurane (5.0%) was used
Prior to implantation, the rat was placed into an induction chamber, and Isoflurane (5.0%) was used to
to induce anesthesia followed by maintenance of anesthesia (1.0%–2.0%) in oxygen until unconscious.
induce anesthesia followed by maintenance of anesthesia (1.0%–2.0%) in oxygen until unconscious.
The surgery location (the top of the rat’s head from between the eyes to behind the ears) was shaved
The surgery location (the top of the rat’s head from between the eyes to behind the ears) was shaved and
and cleaned using a betadine scrub and isopropyl alcohol using electric barber’s clippers [33]. Its
cleaned using a betadine scrub and isopropyl alcohol using electric barber’s clippers [33]. Its maxillary
maxillary central incisors were hooked into a gas mask through which it continued to receive small
central incisors were hooked into a gas mask through which it continued to receive small doses of
doses of anesthesia [34]. Then, the rat was mounted in stereotaxic ear bars. It was secured to a surgery
anesthesia [34]. Then, the rat was mounted in stereotaxic ear bars. It was secured to a surgery table,
table, and its body temperature was regulated with a hot pad. On top of the head, two half circles
and its body temperature was regulated with a hot pad. On top of the head, two half circles from
from the midline outwards were partially cut removing the scalp. The bone surface was disinfected
the midline outwards were partially cut removing the scalp. The bone surface was disinfected and
and cleaned using hydrogen peroxide. The bone was dried to make the cranial sutures more clearly
cleaned using hydrogen peroxide. The bone was dried to make the cranial sutures more clearly visible.
visible. Screw holes were drilled into the bone, and stainless steel screw electrode was placed
Screw holes were drilled into the bone, and stainless steel screw electrode was placed systematically
systematically on the brain’s left hemisphere. For2 the 5 × 5 mm2 device,
a 6 × 6 mm2 craniotomy must
on the brain’s left hemisphere. For the 5 × 5 mm device, a 6 × 6 mm2 craniotomy must be made [35].
be made [35]. Before drilling the cranium, UV-curable dental acrylic was applied to the periphery of
Before drilling the cranium, UV-curable dental acrylic was applied to the periphery of the craniotomy
the craniotomy site while it was still dry and not in danger of touching the dura or pia. The dura was
site while it was still dry and not in danger of touching the dura or pia. The dura was kept well
kept well hydrated with artificial CSF or Saline. To implant the ECoG device, a stereotaxic arm was
hydrated with artificial CSF or Saline. To implant the ECoG device, a stereotaxic arm was placed
placed over the open skull, and the electrode was secured to the arm using sterile tape making sure
over the open skull, and the electrode was secured to the arm using sterile tape making sure that
that the electrode sites were facing downward and made contact with the dura surface. The ground
the electrode sites were facing downward and made contact with the dura surface. The ground wire
wire was connected to the ground screw by wrapping around at least three times over and under
was connected to the ground screw by wrapping around at least three times over and under itself.
itself. Small pieces of saline soaked Gelfoam was placed surrounding the electrode where there was
Small pieces of saline soaked Gelfoam was placed surrounding the electrode where there was dura or
dura or pia exposed. A small amount of saline soaked Gelfoam was placed to cover the top of the
pia exposed. A small amount of saline soaked Gelfoam was placed to cover the top of the thin film
thin film electrode. UV-curable dental acrylic was applied to the top of the Gelfoam and was used to
electrode. UV-curable dental acrylic was applied to the top of the Gelfoam and was used to create
create a stable head cap. The acrylic was applied directly to the thin film cable covering it until the
a stable head cap. The acrylic was applied directly to the thin film cable covering it until the connector
connector is reached. After the dental acrylic was completely hardened, the skin was sutured tightly
is reached. After the dental acrylic was completely hardened, the skin was sutured tightly around the
around the head-cap and the animal was removed from the stereotaxic frame. Antibiotic ointment
head-cap and the animal was removed from the stereotaxic frame. Antibiotic ointment was applied
was applied copiously around the wound. Some antibiotic was placed into the ear canal for the
copiously around the wound. Some antibiotic was placed into the ear canal for the bleeding from the
bleeding from the ears. All surgical procedures were performed in accordance with the Guide for the
ears. All surgical procedures were performed in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of
Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, Commission
Laboratory Animals of the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, Commission on Life Sciences,
on Life Sciences, National Research Council (National Academy Press, Washington, DC, USA, 1996)
National Research Council (National Academy Press, Washington, DC, USA, 1996) and were reviewed
and were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee UTRGV.
and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee UTRGV.
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digital
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a headstage adapter on top of the rat’s head and the other end is connected to PZ5 amplifier to boost
to a headstage adapter on top of the rat’s head and the other end is connected to PZ5 amplifier to
and digitize the signals. The acquired signals are transmitted through the noiseless fiber optic
boost and digitize the signals. The acquired signals are transmitted through the noiseless fiber optic
connection to the RZ5 BioAmp processor for further processing and then transferred to PC for the
connection to the RZ5 BioAmp processor for further processing and then transferred to PC for the
final analysis.
final analysis.
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signal to remove any possible noise. The differential signals measured between 31-channel signals
and a reference channel signal improved the signal quality. The differential recordings selectively
amplify the difference in the signal from the ECoG electrodes while suppressing the common signal,
i.e., the background noise.
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Figure 6. ECoG signals from 32-channel microwires. Each different color signal represents a different
signal acquired from a different electrode of the ECoG electrodes.
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4. Discussion
In the present study, we produced a handcrafted 32-channel ECoG electrode array for recording
neural signals. We implanted this device on a rat’s cortical surface and obtained reliable spatiotemporal
profiles. Since the device is handcrafted, it can be easily modified in the fabrication process. The device
is also very simple, adjustable, minimally-invasive, and quick to fabricate with a minimum of
expense. The size of the device can also be controlled by increasing or decreasing the length,
diameter, and a number of the wires which could be applied to investigate the puzzling concept
of physical structures affecting the quality of LFPs in electrodes arrays [41–43]. Without the need
for cleanroom facilities, this device can be fabricated and modified to fit and possibly improve on
different applications, such as BCI systems [44,45]. Since the electrode is handcrafted, users can design
ECoGs with higher electrode density without any further complication and microfabrication limitation.
The flexibility of the device design and fabrication is highly required for multidisciplinary biological
applications. We can focus on the biological mechanism in the complicated multidisciplinary research
without any interruption, even if the device dimension should be modified significantly. The short
turnaround time of the modification and fabrication of the handcrafted ECoG is especially preferable
when we pioneer a new approach to a research.
The biocompatibility of the ECoG electrode is justified by using PDMS, a suitable base material for
its durability and biocompatibility. As a biocompatible material, PDMS has been used in a wide range
of clinical applications and can be listed in three different categories, such as a structure itself as part
of the device, an insulator, and a liquid form. PDMS cuff electrodes have been used on the extradural
sacral root to sense the bladder response to stimulation in patients [46–48]. The biocompatibility of
the other material used for our device, stablohm wire, has been proven through its use on animal
studies in the neuroscience field. There are many reports demonstrating the use of stablohm wires
for biomedical research. Stablohm wires have been implemented into tetrode technologies to act as
low impedance wires and isolate signals of extracellular spikes [49–53]. Other research have also used
stablohm wires as recording electrodes in their electrode arrays and implanted into different regions of
an animal’s brain for neural recordings [54–60]. Eight different stablohm wires have been supported by
California Fine Wire (www.calfinewire.com) based on the variation of the electrical resistance. We have
used stablohm 800 A wire for its higher mechanical stiffness by referencing Young’s modulus that
relates to a more rigid wire that helps ease the fabrication of the device. Additionally, our device was
validated after four weeks which showed no noticeable changes in the quality of the signals or effect
on the animal models. However, future studies will take place to demonstrate the feasibility of the
device for chronic recording with a higher density of electrodes.
We have developed an animal model using our ECoG electrode to investigate the possibility to
match the behavioral patterns of animals while recording the ECoG signals. The ECoG electrodes
were placed on the motor and somatosensory cortex and the related neural signals have been recorded.
Currently, we are further investigating an acquired database to find specific electrophysiological
patterns from animal behavior. This requires intensive computational neuroscience approach to screen
out critical behavioral data from the immense neural data. The next goal and future direction of the
presented work is pursuing further analysis of the acquired neural signals, possibly with a collaboration
of a computational neuroscience lab for higher level analysis.
5. Conclusions
The presented handcrafted 32-channel ECoG electrode brings ECoG applications closer to daily
implementations. With the quick, adjustable, low cost, and uncomplicated fabricating process,
this device could be used for many research purposes. Being constructed from a commercially
available material and not requiring micromachining techniques, a user can also make modifications
to the design of the device to fit onto various cortical surfaces. After implementing the electrode onto
a Lewis rat, it was confirmed that it remained stable and non-penetrative with the high spatial and
temporal features also observed from commercial electrodes.
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The data collected from our rat model using a TDT signal acquisition system suggests that
the handcrafted electrode does have the capabilities to provide reliable readings that can be
used in neuroscience applications. The traditional amplitude range of the signals obtained from
the electrodes have similar characteristics as reported from other microelectrodes, which makes
the device a considerable candidate for numerous applications. Further studies will focus on
increasing its electrode density which can generate sophisticated neural data comparable with animal’s
behavioral patterns.
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